PIRATE BRIDE 2: A erotic mystery historical drama and romance
suspense thriller

Josephine Penny and her three captive
handmaidens are back, and her affair and
mystery with Captain Hawthorne has her
friends and the pirate crew wondering what
will happen next.
The pretty blonde
daughter of the colony of the South
Carolina governor has to make more
choices over wet waters and Hawthornes
saber still is what runs through her body
and her emotions and thoughts. Her ladies
add more naked contributions on the
sailing vessel to keep the waters boiling
around them, and Josies fiance Carlton
Seymour is prisoner in the ships hold and
needing ransom and hostage finesse also.
The blonde young beauty is a new woman
in her discovered sexuality, and every
weapon needs to be put to use to find her
way to climb above it all to the birds nest
where she can see more clearly her true
desires.
Violet Dupree keeps playing
her games to help or torment her, and
Captain Hawk is the leader of them all who
might just have more of his plans for them
coming to roost.
When they see the
island retreat of Nassau Bahama in their
sights, their destination becomes less clear
the more the ladies show of themselves.
Then they roll out the barrels again to make
their points to each other. Ransom
demands come with wild conditions to be
negotiated and all for one might not be one
for all.
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